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Abstract
A finite group action on a lens space L(p, q) has ‘type OR’ if it reverses orientation and has an invariant Heegaard torus whose
sides are interchanged by the orientation-reversing elements. In this paper we enumerate the actions of type OR up to equivalence.
This leads to a complete classification of geometric finite group actions on amphicheiral lens spaces L(p, q) with p > 2. The
family of actions of type OR is partially ordered by lifting actions via covering maps. We show that each connected component
of this poset may be described in terms of a subset of the lattice of Gaussian integers ordered by divisibility. This results in a
correspondence equating equivalence classes of actions of type OR with pairs of Gaussian integers.
c© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: Primary: 57M99; secondary: 57S25
This paper examines the equivalence classes of actions of finite groups G on 3-dimensional lens spaces L(p, q)
with orientation-reversing elements. The scope is limited to amphicheiral lens spaces L(p, q), where q2 =
−1(mod p), since only these lens spaces admit self-diffeomorphisms that reverse orientation. (This characterization
follows from Bonahon’s description of the mapping class group of a lens space [3]). A significant feature of the family
of orientation-reversing actions on lens spaces is that it is closed under covering space liftings: if ν : L → L(p, q)
is a covering map and ϕ is an orientation-reversing G-action on L(p, q) then L is a lens space and ϕ lifts via ν to
an orientation-reversing action ϕν of a covering group of G on L . Declaring ϕν to be greater than ϕ defines a partial
ordering on this family of actions. We will describe this poset by connecting it with the lattice of divisors in the ring
of Gaussian integers Z[i]. The results that are obtained form a natural continuation of the study of symmetries of lens
spaces initiated in [10].
To develop our results we work in the setting of actions of type OR, where a G-action ϕ on L(p, q) has type OR
if it is orientation-reversing and contains an invariant Heegaard torus whose sides are interchanged by elements of G
that reverse orientation. If ν is a covering map over L(p, q) then the lifted action ϕν has type OR. In this way one
action ϕ of type OR spawns a collection of lifted actions ϕν of type OR. We will say that an action of type OR is
primitive if it does not arise as ϕν for any action ϕ of type OR and nontrivial covering map ν. Equivalently, a G-action
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on L(p, q) of type OR is primitive if G does not contain a nontrivial normal subgroup that acts freely on L(p, q) (see
the first paragraph of Section 3). All actions of type OR arise as lifts of primitive actions, so these actions have central
importance.
The approach we use in studying equivalence classes of actions of type OR is to restrict them to an invariant
Heegaard torus, analyze the induced actions on the torus, and then extend the results back to the lens space.
Equivalence classes of group actions on a torus can be effectively studied using the group extensions which are
associated with the actions via standard orbifold covering space theory. For actions of type OR we shall prove that the
quotient of an invariant torus must be the 2-orbifold Σ (2, 4, 4), i.e. the 2-sphere with three branch points of orders
two, four and four. If L(p, q) admits a G-action of type OR then for some nontrivial Gaussian integer z = b + ci,
G is isomorphic to G(z) = 〈x, y, t | [x, y] = t4 = 1, t xt−1 = y−1, t yt−1 = x, xbyc = 1〉. The main theorem
(Theorem 2.5) establishes that for each amphicheiral lens space L(p, q) and each z ∈ Z[i]−{0} the set of equivalence
classes of G(z)-actions on L(p, q) has either one or two elements—in fact it has one if p ≤ 2 or z4 ∈ R, and two if
p > 2 and z4 is not real. The main theorem can be plausibly understood using Gaussian integers as follows. Given
a pair of Gaussian integers z and z′ where Re(z′) and Im(z′) are relatively prime, there is a G(z)-action of type OR
on the amphicheiral lens space L(p, q) with p = |z′|2 and q = Re(z′)/Im(z′)(mod p) whose orbifold quotient has
fundamental group G(zz′). Because G(z) is isomorphic to G(z), the integers z and z′ determine a second G(z)-action
of type OR on L(p, q) whose quotient has fundamental group G(zz′). The groups G(zz′) and G(zz′) are isomorphic
if and only if zz′ differs from zz′ or its conjugate by multiplication by a Gaussian unit, and the latter happens only if
z4 ∈ R or p ≤ 2. When G(zz′) and G(zz′) are not isomorphic the two G(z)-actions on L(p, q) cannot be equivalent.
So this ‘explains’ the main theorem. This perspective will be used in Theorem 3.1 to describe the poset of equivalence
classes of actions of type OR having a fixed quotient type O. If G(w) is the fundamental group of O then each
element of the poset is determined by a factorization w = zz′ where gcd(Re(z′), Im(z′)) = 1. Using this we will also
characterize the primitive actions of type OR.
A group action on L(p, q) is geometric if it is equivalent to an isometric action. When q 6= ±1(mod p) the full
isometry group of L(p, q) has an invariant Heegaard torus, and hence every orientation-reversing geometric action
on L(p, q) where p > 2 has type OR. (The isometry group of lens spaces are described in [9].) The main theorem
will imply that every action of type OR is geometric. Thus, when p > 2, the family of actions of type OR on L(p, q)
coincides with the family of actions which are geometric and orientation-reversing. The orbifold geometrization
conjecture implies that every finite group action on L(p, q) is geometric, so we anticipate that the family of type OR
actions on lens spaces is the same as the family of all orientation-reversing actions.1
The results in [10] enumerate the equivalence classes of actions on L(p, q) which have an invariant Heegaard torus
and preserve its sides. When q2 6= ±1(mod p), this gives a complete classification of geometric actions on L(p, q)
(that is, actions with an invariant Heegaard torus). The main theorem of the present paper allows us to extend this to
lens spaces with q2 = −1(mod p). The groups G which arise have one of the three forms listed in Tables 1 and 2
of [9], as we will describe in Section 4. To continue the program of classifying finite group actions on lens spaces,
it still remains to examine lens spaces L(p, q) where q2 = 1(mod p). When q2 = 1(mod p) and q 6= ±1(mod p),
every isometric G-action on L(p, q) has an invariant Heegaard torus but can have elements that interchange its sides—
in this setting the restricted actions on the torus are orientation-reversing and there are 17 different forms for G to
be examined (listed in Tables 3 and 5 of [9]). When q = ±1(mod p) there are isometric group actions on L(p, q)
which do not have an invariant Heegaard torus, and the possibilities include the groups listed in Tables 4 and 6
of [9]. The difference in this last case can be attributed to the fact that L(p,±1) admits an Sp(1) structure and has
4-dimensional isometry group, whereas L(p, q) only carries a U (2) structure and has 2-dimensional isometry group
when q 6= ±1(mod p). The program to classify finite group actions on lens spaces has a history going back especially
to the work of Paik Kim in the late 1970s, see [12] for example. In carrying this program forward we are especially
interested in identifying concepts and techniques that might be useful for studying symmetries on other 3-manifolds.
1 In 1982 William Thurston asserted that the orbifold geometrization conjecture is true for every group action whose singular set has dimension
greater than zero. Thurston’s assertion has been proved for orientation-preserving actions in [1,5]. Conveniently, an argument of Meeks and
Scott [13] shows that there can be no orientation-reversing action on L(p, q) where p > 1 for which the singular set has dimension less than
or equal to zero: Suppose we have such a G-action. Let L ′ be obtained from L(p, q) by removing the interiors of a set of disjoint G-invariant 3-
balls centered on the singular points. Then L ′/G is a nonorientable 3-manifold with finite fundamental group. By a result of Epstein [7], pi1(L ′/G)
is isomorphic to Z2. It follows that L ′ and L(p, q) are simply connected.
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Through the results of this paper one can also gain an understanding of orientation-reversing actions on
amphicheiral two-bridge links `(p, q) where p > 2. Let τ be the involution on L(p, q) which defines the branched
covering over S3 with branch set `(p, q). Group actions on (S3, `(p, q)) correspond to group actions on the associated
pi -orbifold L(p, q) = L(p, q)/τ (using the terminology of [2]), and a group action on L(p, q) has type OR if it leaves
invariant the image T/τ of a Heegaard torus T and contains an orientation-reversing element. A G-action of type OR
on L(p, q) lifts to a G˜-action of type OR on L(p, q), where G˜ = G(z) for some z ∈ Z[i] − {0} and G ∼= G(z)/〈τ 〉.
Every G(z)-action of type OR on L(p, q) contains an involution conjugate to τ but this involution only generates a
normal subgroup of G(z) when z is one of 1, 1+ i or 2. Thus L(p, q) admits a G-action of type OR if and only if G
is one of Z2 ∼= G(1)/〈t2〉, Z2 × Z2 ∼= G(1 + i)/〈t2〉 or D4 ∼= G(2)/〈t2〉, and it can be shown that each such action
is unique up to equivalence. The hierarchy of regular coverings of lens spaces corresponding to pairs of Gaussian
integers descends to give a hierarchy of irregular coverings among the amphicheiral two-bridge orbifolds L(p, q).
0. Background and notations
Let G be a finite group and let M be a smooth manifold. A G-action ϕ on M is a monomorphism ϕ from G into the
group Diff(M) of self-diffeomorphisms of M . Two G-actions ϕ1 and ϕ2 have the same quotient type if the orbifold
quotients M/ϕ1 and M/ϕ2 are diffeomorphic. They are equivalent if ϕ1(G) and ϕ2(G) are conjugate in Diff(M),
and I-equivalent if ϕ1(G) and ϕ2(G) are conjugate by a diffeomorphism that is isotopic to the identity. A G-action
ϕ on an orientable manifold M is orientation-reversing if ϕ(g) reverses orientation for some g ∈ G, otherwise it is
orientation-preserving.
Let S3 be the unit sphere {(u, v) | |u|2 + |v|2 = 1} in C2 endowed with the geometry associated with the real part
of the standard Hermitian form on C2. Given a pair of relatively prime integers p and q with p > 0, the isometry
γ (u, v) = (e2pi iq/pu, e−2pi i/pv) (0.1)
generates an orientation-preserving free Zp-action on S3 and the lens space L(p, q) is the elliptic 3-manifold S3/〈γ 〉.
The torus {(u, v) | |u|2 = |v|2 = 1/2} ⊂ S3 is invariant under γ and its image in L(p, q) is a torus which we denote
by T and refer to as the standard Heegaard torus in the lens space. L(p, q) can also be described as a two-sheeted
covering of the 3-sphere branched over the two-bridge link `(p, q) ⊂ S3, where the covering involution τ is induced
by the isometry of S3 given by (u, v) 7→ (u, v).
The lens space L(p, q) admits a self-diffeomorphism which reverses orientation if and only if q2 = −1(mod p)
(see [3] and [9, Section 1]), and in this situation we say that L(p, q) is amphicheiral. This is equivalent to the
associated two-bridge link `(p, q) being amphicheiral in the knot theory sense [4,11]. An amphicheiral lens space
L(p, q) can be identified with the 3-manifold V1 ∪ f V2 formed by gluing the boundaries of two solid tori Vi = S1×D2
using as attaching map the affine diffeomorphism f : ∂V1 → ∂V2 defined by f (z, w) = (zqw p, zswq) where
ps = 1 + q2, S1 = {z ∈ C | |z| = 1} and D2 = {z ∈ C | |z| ≤ 1}. Under this identification, the standard Heegaard
torus T (as defined in the previous paragraph) is associated with ∂V1 = S1 × S1, and we use this to fix a framing
on T . Then H1(T ) is identified with Z × Z using the ordered basis consisting of the homology classes of the simple
closed curves S1 × {1} and {1} × S1, and with this we also identify Aut(H1(T )) with GL(2,Z). With this framing,
(0, 1) and (p,−q) in Z × Z respectively bound disks in V1 and V2. In the remainder of this paper we will identify
Z × Z with the additive group of the ring Z[i] of Gaussian integers via (m, n) 7→ m + ni . The isometry of S3 given
by (u, v) 7→ (v, u) descends to an isometry of the amphicheiral lens space L(p, q) which we denote by σ−. This is
an orientation-reversing diffeomorphism with order four (its square is τ ) that interchanges the two sides of T . The
induced automorphism σ−∗ ∈ Aut(H1(T )) corresponds to the matrix
[
q p
−s −q
]
∈ SL(2,Z). More details on all of
this can be found in [9,10].
A G-action on an amphicheiral lens space L(p, q) is said to have type OR provided that it is orientation-reversing
and has an invariant Heegaard torus whose two sides are interchanged by each orientation-reversing element of G.
When p > 2, a G-action on L(p, q) has type OR if and only if it has an invariant Heegaard torus and is orientation-
reversing by [9, Theorem 1.2], but this fails for S3 and RP3. For every amphicheiral lens space, σ− generates a
Z4-action of type OR. If a G-action has type OR then any equivalent G-action also has type OR and we denote by
AOR(L(p, q),G) the set of equivalence classes of G-actions on L(p, q) which have type OR.
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Throughout the paper we use the language of orbifolds and invoke basic principles of orbifold covering space
theory. The 2-dimensional orbifold whose underlying space is the 2-sphere and which has r cone points with orders
a1, a2, . . . , ar is denoted by Σ (a1, a2, . . . , ar ). Thus the closed orientable Euclidean 2-orbifolds are Σ (2, 2, 2, 2) (the
Conway sphere), Σ (2, 3, 6), Σ (2, 4, 4), Σ (3, 3, 3), and T (the torus). The quotient of an orientation-preserving finite
group action on a solid torus V = S1 × D2 is either an orbifold solid torus V (k) or a Conway ball B(k) defined as
follows. Let ρk and τ be the diffeomorphisms of V given by ρk(z, w) = (z, e2pi i/kw) and τ(z, w) = (z, w). Then
V (k) = V/〈ρk〉 and B(k) = V/〈ρk, τ 〉. The image of S1×{0} under the projection V → V/〈ρk, τ 〉 is called the strut
of the Conway ball V (k).
1. The group Π (2, 4, 4) and its quotients G(z)
Let Π = Π (2, 4, 4) denote the fundamental group of the orbifold Σ (2, 4, 4). This group is the semidirect product
of a rank two free abelian group 〈X, Y 〉 with a cyclic group 〈T 〉 of order four
Π = 〈X, Y, T | [X, Y ] = T 4 = 1, XT = Y−1, Y T = X〉 (1.1)
where XT denotes T XT−1. The outer automorphism group of Π is a Klein four group generated by ρ and σ where
ρ : T 7→ T−1, X 7→ Y, Y 7→ X and σ : T 7→ XT, X 7→ X−1, Y 7→ Y−1. (1.2)
The automorphism σ is induced by a 180◦ spin of Σ (2, 4, 4) around an axis through the order two cone point
interchanging the two order four cone points, and ρ is induced by reflection through a great circle containing all
three cone points. Moreover these two diffeomorphisms generate the mapping class group of the orbifold Σ (2, 4, 4).
For each Gaussian integer z = b + ci ∈ Z[i], let N (z) be the normal closure of XbY c in Π
N (z) = 〈XbY c, X cY−b〉. (1.3)
By the next lemma every torsion free normal subgroup of Π has this form.
Lemma 1.1. The proper normal subgroups of Π are 〈XY, X2, X kT 〉, 〈X, Y, T 2〉, 〈XY, X2, X kT 2〉, 〈X2, Y 2, (XY )k
T 2〉, and N (z) where k ∈ {0, 1} and z ∈ Z[i] − {0}.
Proof. Let N be a proper normal subgroup of Π . Suppose that N is contained in 〈X, Y 〉. Let XbY c be a nontrivial
element of N for which b2 + c2 is a minimum. Then N (b + ci) is contained in N . Consider N acting as translations
on C by (XrY s) · z = z + (r + si). A fundamental domain for the action of N (b + ci) is contained in the set
S = {x(b + ci) + y(c − bi) | x, y ∈ R, |x | + |y| ≤ 1} which is a square inscribed in the circle C of radius√
b2 + c2 centered at the origin. Thus, every element of N is equivalent modulo N (b + ci) to an element XrY s ∈ N
with r + si ∈ S, and XrY s is in N (b + ci) since ±b ± ci are the only points in S on the circle C. It follows that
N = N (b + ci).
Suppose that N has an element X kY jT for some k and j . Then 〈XY, XY−1, X kY jT 〉 is a subgroup of N because
XY = (X iY jT )X (X iY jT )−1 and X−1Y = (X iY jT )Y (X iY jT )−1. This subgroup must equal N since it has index
two in Π , and this produces the first listed form. Suppose that N < 〈X, Y, T 2〉 and that N contains an element with
the form X kY jT 2. Then X2 = (X kY jT 2)X (X kY jT 2)−1 ∈ N and (XY )k+ j = (X2) j (X kY jT 2)(X kY jT 2)T ∈ N .
Since the index of 〈X2, (XY )k+ j , Y 2, X kY jT 2〉 in 〈X, Y, T 2〉 divides four, N must have one of the three remaining
listed forms. 
The units in the ring Z[i] are {±1,±i}. Two Gaussian integers z and w are associates if w = uz for some unit u.
For future reference, we note that the following conditions are equivalent when z = b + ci ∈ Z[i]: (i) z4 is real, (ii)
bc(b2 − c2) = 0, (iii) z and z are associates, and (iv) z divides z.
Lemma 1.2. Let z and w be nontrivial Gaussian integers.
(a) N (w) ≤ N (z) if and only if z divides w in Z[i].
(b) N (z) = N (z) if and only if z4 is real.
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Proof. Let w = B + C i and z = b + ci. Then X BYC is an element of N (z) if and only if X BYC =
(XbY c)β(X cY−b)δ = Xbβ+cδY cβ−bδ for some integers β and δ, and, because B + C i = (bβ + cδ) + (cβ − bδ)i =
(b+ci)(β−δi), this is equivalent to saying that z dividesw. Part (a) follows as N (w) is normally generated by X BYC ,
and (a) implies (b). 
Let G(z) be the quotient group Π /N (z) with presentation
G(z) = 〈x, y, t | [x, y] = t4 = 1, x t = y−1, yt = x, xbyc = xcy−b = 1〉 (1.4)
where z = b + ci and let αz : Π → G(z) be the projection
αz : X 7→ x, Y 7→ y and T 7→ t. (1.5)
The subgroup of G(z) generated by x and y is denoted by A(z)
A(z) = 〈x, y | [x, y] = xbyc = xcy−b = 1〉, (1.6)
and |A(z)| = |z|2 since b2+ c2 is the determinant of the presentation matrix of A(z) as a quotient of Z×Z. It follows
that G(z) is the semidirect product of A(z) with 〈t〉 ∼= Z4, and |G(z)| = 4|z|2.
Theorem 1.3. Let z and w be nontrivial Gaussian integers. The groups G(z) and G(w) are isomorphic if and only if
w is an associate of z or z.
Proof. The involution ρ defined in (1.2) induces an isomorphism from G(z) to G(z). Also, N (z) = N (w) and
G(z) = G(w) when z and w are associates. Therefore G(z) ∼= G(w) if w is an associate of z or z.
Let z = b + ci be a nontrivial Gaussian integer, and let G(z) and A(z) be as described in (1.4) and (1.6). Then
A(z)/〈x〉 is cyclic of order m = m(z) = gcd(b, c) and x has order |z|2/m = m`, where ` = `(z) = |z|2/m2. Observe
that ` = (b/m)2 + (c/m)2, and that both b/m and c/m are relatively prime to `. Let r = r(z) ∈ Z∗` be defined by
r = ( cm )( bm )−1(mod `). Then xrm = ym and A(z) = 〈x〉× 〈x−r y〉 ∼= Zm`×Zm . Thus G(z) is the semidirect product
of A(z) and 〈t〉 ∼= Z4 where t acts on A(z) by x t = x−r (x−r y)−1 and (x−r y)t = xr2+1(x−r y)r .2
Suppose that w = B + C i is a nontrivial Gaussian integer and that G(z) ∼= G(w). Since the group orders are
the same, |z| = |w|. By examining the abelianization of G(z) it is not hard to see that A(z) is the unique normal
abelian subgroup of G(z) with index four unless G(z) is isomorphic to one of G(1 + i), G(2) or G(2 + 2i). In
these three exceptional cases, |z| = |w| is one of √2, 2 or 2√2, and z and w must be associates. Therefore we
may assume that A(z) and A(w) are isomorphic which implies that m(z) = m(w) and `(z) = `(w). The subgroup
〈x`(z), x−r(z)y〉 is the unique subgroup of A(z) isomorphic to Zm(z) × Zm(z) and the quotient G(z)/〈x`(z), x−r(z)y〉
is the split metacyclic group of the form 〈x, t | x`(z) = t4 = 1, x t = x−r(z)〉. Thus the split metacyclic groups
〈x, t | x`(z) = t4 = 1, x t = x−r(z)〉 and 〈x, t | x`(z) = t4 = 1, x t = x−r(w)〉 are isomorphic and this implies that
r(z) = ±r(w)(mod `).
From the last equality, it follows that bC = ±Bc(mod |z|2). By replacing w with w we may assume that
bC = Bc(mod |z|2). By further replacing z and w with associates we may assume that b and B are positive and
c and C are nonnegative. If either one of c or C is zero then the other one is also zero, and z = b = B = w. Thus
we may assume that c > 0 and C > 0, and so bC and Bc are positive and less than |z|2. Then bC must equal Bc. It
follows that bm
C
m = Bm cm , and w = B + C i = b + ci = z since gcd
( b
m ,
c
m
) = gcd ( Bm , Cm ) = 1. 
If z and w are nontrivial Gaussian integers and z divides w then ker(αw) < ker(αz) by Lemma 1.2 and
αz : Π → G(z) induces an epimorphism αw,z : G(w)→ G(z).
Theorem 1.4. Let z and w be nontrivial Gaussian integers. There is an epimorphism from G(w) to G(z) if and only
if w is divisible by either z or z.
2 Because r2 + 1 = 0(mod `), the decomposition of G(z) as a semidirect product described in this paragraph shows that the G(z) groups
coincide with the family of groups G(`,m, r) described in Table 2 of [9].
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Proof. Let λ : G(w)→ G(z) be an epimorphism and let N = ker(λαw). Then N (w) < N and Π /N ∼= G(z). If N
is not contained in 〈X, Y 〉 then it is one of the seven subgroups other than N (z) listed in Lemma 1.1, and Π /N is Z2,
Z2 × Z2, Z4 or D4. Of these only Z4 can be isomorphic to G(z), however if G(z) ∼= Z4 then |z| = 1 and z divides
w. Thus we may assume that N < 〈X, Y 〉, and there is a Gaussian integer z0 with N = N (z0) and G(z0) ∼= G(z).
By Theorem 1.3, z0 is an associate of z or z. Thus N equals N (z) or N (z), and z or z divides w by Lemma 1.2. If z
divides w then αw,z : G(w)→ G(z) is an epimorphism, and if z divides w then αw,z is an epimorphism from G(w)
to G(z) ∼= G(z). 
For z = b + ci ∈ Z[i] let ιz be the homomorphism from the additive group of Z[i] to Π given by
ιz : 1 7→ XbY c, and i 7→ X−cY b. (1.7)
In particular ι1 is the isomorphism Z[i] → 〈X, Y 〉 with ι1(m + ni) = XmY n . Note that ι−11 ιz is multiplication by z,
and that ι−11 (N (z)) = 〈z, iz〉 = zZ[i].
Theorem 1.5. Let w and z be nontrivial Gaussian integers such that z divides w. The kernel of the epimorphism
αw,z : G(w) → G(z) is isomorphic to A(w/z). This kernel is cyclic if and only if w/z has no real integer divisors
other than ±1.
Proof. We have ker(αw,z) = αw(ker(αz)) = αw(N (z)) ∼= N (z)/N (w) ∼= zZ[i]/wZ[i], and the inverse of ι−11 ιz
determines an isomorphism from zZ[i]/wZ[i] to Z[i]/(w/z)Z[i] ∼= A(w/z). If w/z = β + δi then A(w/z) ∼=
Zm` × Zm where m = gcd(β, δ) and ` = (β2 + δ2)/m2, and so ker(α) is cyclic if and only if m = 1. 
Consider a group extension (short exact sequence) of the form
(ι, α) : 1 −−−−→ Z[i] ι−−−−→ Π α−−−−→ G(z) −−−−→ 1 (1.8)
where Z[i] is the additive group of Gaussian integers (a free abelian group of rank two). The group Aut(Π ) ×
Aut(G(z)) acts on the set of such extensions by (ζ, γ ) · (ι, α) = (ζ ι, γ αζ−1), and we say that the extensions (ι, α)
and (ζ ι, γ αζ−1) are equivalent. Let E(Z[i],Π ,G(z)) denote the set of equivalence classes of extensions (1.8). The
abstract kernel for (ι, α) is the homomorphism from G(z) to Aut(Z[i]) = GL(2,Z) defined by α(g) 7→ ι−1µ(g)ι
where µ(g)(h) = hg , and the image of this homomorphism in GL(2,Z) will be denoted by K (ι, α). Note that if
two extensions are equivalent then their abstract kernels have the same image, so the image of the abstract kernel is
an invariant for elements of E(Z[i],Π ,G(z)). By Lemma 1.1 the image of ι is contained in 〈X, Y 〉 and K (ι, α) =
〈ι−1µ(T )ι〉 which is conjugate to the subgroup K1,0 of GL(2,Z) generated by
[
0 1
−1 0
]
. The extensions (ιz, αz) and
(ριz, αz) where ρ is defined in (1.2) represent elements of E(Z[i],Π ,G(z)) and K (ιz, αz) = K (ριz, αz) = K1,0.
Theorem 1.6. Let z be a nontrivial Gaussian integer. Every extension (ι, α) of form (1.8) with K (ι, α) = K1,0 is
equivalent to (ιz, αz) or to (ριz, αz). The extensions (ιz, αz) and (ριz, αz) are equivalent if and only if z4 is real.
Proof. We write z = b + ci and use the descriptions of Π , G(z) and A(z) from (1.1), (1.4) and (1.6). Since X2 and
Y 2 are commutators in Π , α(X2) and α(Y 2) are in [G(z),G(z)] ≤ A(z), and so α(〈X, Y 〉) is contained in 〈x, y, t2〉.
Thus α(T ) = x j yk t for some j, k ∈ Z and  ∈ {±1}. By replacing (ι, α) with the equivalent extension (ρι, αρ) we
may assume that  = +1. By changing (ι, α) to (ι, γ−1α) where γ is the automorphism of G(z) which fixes x and y
and sends t to x j yk t , we may arrange that α(T ) = t .
Suppose α(〈X, Y 〉) is not in 〈x, y〉. Then α(X) and α(Y ) lie in 〈x, y, t2〉−〈x, y〉 and have order two. Thus α factors
through Π /〈X2, Y 2〉 ∼= G(2), and G(z) must be one of G(1) ∼= Z4, G(1+ i) ∼= Z2×Z4, or G(2) ∼= (Z2×Z2)oZ4.
In each case there is γ ∈ Aut(G(z)) with γ (t) = t and γ (x) = α(X), and replacing (ι, α) with (ι, γ−1α) allows us to
assume that α(〈X, Y 〉) = 〈x, y〉 and α(T ) = t .
At this point we can write α(X) = x j yk and α(Y ) = α(T XT−1) = t (x j yk)t−1 = x−k y j . If γ ∈ Aut(G(z)) is
defined by x 7→ x j yk , y 7→ x−k y j and t 7→ t then γ−1α = αz , and (ι, α) may be replaced by the equivalent (ι, αz).
Now ι−1µ(T )ι = (ι−1z ι)−1(ι−1z µ(T )ιz)(ι−1z ι) and, since both ι−1µ(T )ι and ι−1z µ(T )ιz are generators for K1,0, ι−1z ι
is in the normalizer of K1,0 in GL(2,Z) which is a dihedral group of order eight generated by ι−11 µ(T )ι1 =
[
0 1
−1 0
]
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and ι−11 ρι1 =
[
0 1
1 0
]
. Thus ι = ιz(ι−11 µ(T )ι1)`(ι−11 ρι1) = µ(T )`ιz(ι−11 ρι1) where 0 ≤ ` < 4 and 0 ≤  < 2. So
(ι, αz) is equivalent to (ιz(ι
−1
1 ρι1)
, αz), which equals (ιz, αz) or (ριz, αz).
Now (ριz, αz) is equivalent to (ιz, αz) if and only if there are automorphisms ζ ∈ Aut(Π ) and γ ∈ Aut(G(z))
with (ριz, αz) = (ζ ιz, γ αzζ−1). Since ρ(N (z)) = N (z), when z4 is not real (i.e. when N (z) 6= N (z)) the group of
automorphisms of Π leaving N (z) invariant is generated by σ and Inn(Π ), and ζ must be in this subgroup. It follows
that ι−1z ζ ιz is in SL(2,Z). But ι−1z ριz has determinant −1 and (ριz, αz) is not equivalent to (ιz, αz). If z4 is real then
ρ leaves N (z) invariant and, considering the possibilities b = 0, c = 0 or c = ±b, it is not hard to check that there is
an automorphism ζ with ριz = ζ ιz . 
The groups G(b+ci) are described by Coxeter and Moser in [6, Section 8.3] as arising as the groups of orientation-
preserving automorphisms of the {4, 4}b,c map on a torus. The “regular map” {4, 4}b,c is the tessellation obtained by
projecting the unit square tessellation Z[i] onto the square torus Tb+ci = C/〈b + ci,−c + bi〉. The group Π is
naturally identified with the orientation-preserving Euclidean isometries of C which preserve Z[i], and this action is
transitive on the faces, edges and vertices of the tessellation Z[i]. This action on C projects to an isometric action
of G(b + ci) on Tb+ci which preserves the {4, 4}b,c tessellation and acts transitively on its faces, edges and vertices.
When bc(b2 − c2) = 0 the {4, 4}b,c tessellation is referred to by Coxeter and Moser as a “reflexible map” on Tb+ci,
which means that it admits an orientation-reversing automorphism; so G(b + ci) is an index two subgroup of the full
group of automorphisms of the tessellation in this case. On the other hand, if bc(b2 − c2) 6= 0 then G(b + ci) is the
full group of automorphisms of the {4, 4}b,c tessellation.
2. Enumerating G(z)-actions of type OR
If ϕ is a G-action on the torus T then ϕ(G)∗ = {ϕ(g)∗ | g ∈ G} is a finite subgroup of GL(2,Z). Recall
from Section 0 that the automorphism σ−∗ ∈ Aut(H1(T )) corresponds to the matrix
[
q p
−s −q
]
∈ SL(2,Z) where
s = (q2 + 1)/p. The order four subgroup of SL(2,Z) which it generates is
K p,q = 〈σ−∗〉 =
〈[
q p
−s −q
]〉
. (2.1)
Lemma 2.1. Let L = L(p, q) where q2 = −1(mod p) and p > 2, and let ϕ be a G-action on T . Then ϕ extends to
a G-action ϕ̂ of type OR on L if and only if ϕ(G)∗ = K p,q .
Proof. Suppose that ϕ extends to a G-action ϕ̂ of type OR on L . If ϕ̂(g) reverses orientation on L then it is isotopic
modulo T to σ− or σ−−1 and ϕ(G)∗ = 〈ϕ(g)∗〉 = K p,q , by [9, Theorem 1.2].
Now suppose that ϕ(G)∗ = K p,q . Let G0 be the index two subgroup of G consisting of all g with ϕ(g)∗ = ±id and
denote the restriction of ϕ to G0 by ϕ0. Let V1 and V2 be the solid tori which are the closures of the two complementary
components of T in L . By [10, Lemma 1.3], ϕ0 extends to a G0-action ϕ̂0 on L which leaves V1 and V2 invariant. Let
ν : L → L/ϕ̂0 be the associated orbifold covering map. Choose g1 ∈ G − G0. Then ϕ(g1) induces an involution on
T/ϕ0 which we denote by h. We will show that h extends to an involution ĥ of L/ϕ̂0 which lifts to an extension ϕ̂(g1)
of ϕ(g1) on L . Given this, we complete the proof as follows. Define ϕ̂(g) to be ϕ̂0(g) if g ∈ G0 and ϕ̂0(k)ϕ̂(g1) if
g ∈ G−G0 and g = kg1. For g, g′ ∈ G, ϕ̂(gg′)−1ϕ̂(g)ϕ̂(g′) is a covering translation of ν, and it must be the identity
on L since it is restricted to 1T on T . Thus ϕ̂ : G → Diff(L) is a monomorphism with ϕ̂(g)|T = ϕ(g). It remains to
show that h can be extended as described.
Since g21 ∈ G0 and ϕ(g21)∗ = −id , L/ϕ̂0 is a union of two Conway balls V1/ϕ̂0 = B(k1) and V2/ϕ̂0 = B(k2)
(as defined at the end of Section 0) by [10, Lemma 1.2]. Let m be an embedded loop in ∂(V1/ϕ̂0) which bounds an
orbifold disk with one cone point of order k1 in V1/ϕ̂0. Thenmk1 lifts to an embedded meridian loop m˜ in ∂(V1)which
bounds a disk in V1. Since ϕ(g1)∗ =
[
q p
−s −q
]±1
, ϕ(g1)(m˜) is a ±(p,−q) curve in T which bounds a meridian disk
in V2. Thus νϕ(g1)(m˜) = h(ν(m˜)) = h(mk1) is contractible in V2/ϕ̂0, and k1 must divide k2. A similar argument
shows that k2 divides k1, and so k1 = k2 = k. If m ⊂ T/ϕ0 is a loop which bounds an orbifold disk D with one
cone point of order k in V1/ϕ̂0, then h(m) is a loop which bounds an orbifold disk in V2/ϕ̂0 also of order k. We now
extend h to an orbifold involution over these disks by coning. Since the closure of the complement of each of these
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disks is an orbifold whose underlying space is a 3-ball, we may further extend h by coning so that the exceptional set
is mapped to the exceptional set, to obtain an orbifold involution over the rest of L/ϕ̂0. Now the fundamental group
of T/ϕ0 surjects onto the fundamental group of L/ϕ̂0, and, since h restricted to T/ϕ0 lifts to T , h lifts to L . 
Lemma 2.2. Let ϕ be a G-action on a torus T . Then the orbifold T/ϕ is diffeomorphic to Σ (2, 4, 4) if and only if
ϕ(G)∗ is conjugate to K1,0.
Proof. Suppose ϕ(G)∗ is conjugate to K1,0. Since K1,0 is in SL(2,Z), ϕ preserves orientation on T . Consider the
orbifold covering T → T/ϕ and let λ : pi1(T/ϕ) → G be the epimorphism associated with its covering translation
group. Because it is a closed orientable Euclidean 2-orbifold, T/ϕ is a torus, a Conway sphere, Σ (2, 3, 6), Σ (2, 4, 4)
or Σ (3, 3, 3). Since |ϕ(g)∗| = 4 for some g ∈ G, T/ϕ is not a torus or a Conway sphere by [10, Lemma 1.2]. If
T/ϕ has a cone point of order three, then pi1(T/ϕ) contains an element of order 3 whose image under λ induces an
automorphism of order 3 on H1(T ), contradicting the fact that each element of G has an order dividing 4. Thus T/ϕ
must be Σ (2, 4, 4).
Now suppose that T/ϕ = Σ (2, 4, 4). The orbifold Σ (2, 4, 4) has a unique four-sheeted covering by a torus and the
covering T → T/ϕ must factor through this. Thus G contains an index four subgroup for which the corresponding
quotient of T is a torus, and this subgroup acts trivially on H1(T ). Therefore |ϕ(g)∗| divides four for each g ∈ G. It
is well-known that SL(2,Z) is a free product with amalgamation Z4 ∗Z2 Z6 where Z4 is K1,0. Since ϕ(G)∗ is a finite
subgroup of SL(2,Z) that does not contain any elements of order three, it must be a conjugate into the Z4 factor by
the Kurosh subgroup theorem. 
Lemma 2.3. Let L = L(p, q) and let ϕ1 and ϕ2 be G-actions on L which leave T invariant. Suppose that
ϕ1(G) = ϕ2(G) where ϕi is the restriction of ϕi to T . Then there is a diffeomorphism h : L → L which is isotopic to
the identity relative to T such that hϕ1(G)h−1 = ϕ2(G).
Proof. Let ϕ1 and ϕ2 be G-actions on L satisfying the conditions of the lemma. After composing ϕ2 with the
automorphism ϕ−12 ϕ1, we may assume that ϕ1 = ϕ2. (The restricted action ϕ2 is effective on T : If ϕ2(g) = 1T
for some g ∈ G then ϕ2(g) preserves orientation by [10, Lemma 0.1]. Since the codimension one submanifold T is
contained in its fixed point set, ϕ2(g) must equal 1L and g = 1.) By [10, Lemma 0.1] ϕ1(g−1)ϕ2(g) is isotopic to the
identity on L modulo T . Thus ϕ1(g) leaves each of the complementary components V1 and V2 of T invariant if and
only if ϕ2(g) does. Let G1 be the set of all g ∈ G for which ϕ1(g) leaves V1 and V2 invariant. By [10, Lemma 1.5],
there is h ∈ Diff(L) with h|T = 1T such that hϕ1(G1)h−1 = ϕ2(G1). By replacing ϕ1 with µ(h)ϕ1, we now have
that ϕ1 = ϕ2 and ϕ1(g) = ϕ2(g) for all g ∈ G1. If G1 = G the lemma is proven, so assume that G1 has index two in
G. Fix g0 ∈ G − G1, and let k be the diffeomorphism of L which is ϕ2(g0)−1ϕ1(g0) on V1 and the identity on V2. A
computation now shows that µ(k)ϕ1 = ϕ2 and this completes the proof. 
In the following, Ap,q(T,G) denotes the set of I-equivalence classes of G-actions ϕ on T with ϕ(G)∗ = K p,q ,
defined in (2.1). By Lemmas 2.2, 1.1 and 2.1, ifAp,q(T,G) is nonempty or if a G-action on L(p, q) has type OR then
G ∼= G(z) for some nontrivial z ∈ Z[i]. Let Ep,q(Z[i],Π ,G(z)) denote the set of equivalence classes of extensions
(ι, α) of form (1.8) with abstract kernel K (ι, α) = K p,q . Recall that AOR(L(p, q),G(z)) is the set of equivalence
classes of G(z)-actions of type OR on L(p, q).
Lemma 2.4. The map Γ : Ap,q(T,G(z))→ AOR(L(p, q),G(z)) given by extending G(z)-actions from T to L(p, q)
via Lemma 2.1 is surjective and induces a surjection Ep,q(Z[i],Π ,G(z))→ AOR(L(p, q),G(z)).
Proof. Let z ∈ Z[i] be nontrivial, set G = G(z) and let [ϕ] be an element ofAp,q(T,G). By Lemma 2.1 ϕ extends to
a G-action ϕ̂ of type OR on L(p, q). Suppose ψ is a G-action on T with [ψ] = [ϕ], and let h ∈ Diff(T ) be isotopic
to 1T and satisfy µ(h)ϕ(G) = ψ(G). Then h extends to ĥ : L → L which is isotopic to the identity on L . Since
µ(̂h)ϕ̂(G) = ψ̂(G), [ϕ̂] = [µ(̂h)ϕ̂] = [ψ̂] by Lemma 2.3, and the function Γ with Γ [ϕ] = [ϕ̂] is well-defined.
By [3] there is a diffeomorphism isotopic to the identity on L carrying any Heegaard torus in L(p, q) to the standard
Heegaard torus T . It follows that every element of AOR(L(p, q),G) has a representative ϕ which leaves T invariant.
By Lemma 2.1, ϕ(G)∗ = K p,q and [ϕ] ∈ Ap,q(T,G). We can choose ϕ̂ to equal ϕ. This shows that Γ [ϕ] = [ϕ], and
Γ is surjective.
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Every automorphism of Π can be realized by a diffeomorphism of Σ (2, 4, 4). (The automorphisms ρ and σ
defined in (1.2) are realizable and generate Out(Π ).) Thus, there is a 1–1 correspondence from E(Z[i],Π ,G) to
the set A(T ;G) of I-equivalence classes of G-actions on T with quotient type Σ (2, 4, 4) by [10, Theorem 2.1]. This
correspondence carries Ep,q(Z[i],Π ,G) bijectively to Ap,q(T,G). 
Theorem 2.5. Let q2 = −1(mod p) and let z be a nontrivial Gaussian integer. The cardinality of the set
AOR(L(p, q),G(z)) is one if p ≤ 2 or z4 ∈ R, and two if p > 2 and z4 6∈ R.
Proof. As K p,q =
〈[
q p
−s −q
]〉
has order four it is conjugate in SL(2,Z) to K1,0 =
〈[
0 1
−1 0
]〉
(see for example the
proof of Lemma 2.2). Choose ζ =
[
α β
γ δ
]
∈ SL(2,Z) with K p,q = ζ−1K1,0ζ . Then
ζ−1
[
0 1
−1 0
]
ζ =
[
δγ + αβ β2 + δ2
−(α2 + γ 2) −(δγ + αβ)
]
=
[
q p
−s −q
]
(2.2)
(note that ζ−1
[
0 1
−1 0
]
ζ cannot be the other generator
[−q −p
s q
]
of K p,q since p > 0 by assumption). By (2.2)
p = β2 + δ2 and q = αβ + γ δ. The correspondence (ι, α) 7→ (ιζ, α) defines a bijection from E1,0(Z[i],Π ,G(z))
to Ep,q(Z[i],Π ,G(z)). By Theorem 1.6 each extension (ι, α) of form (1.8) with K (ι, α) = K p,q is equivalent to
(ι1, αz) or (ι2, αz) where ι1 = ιzζ and ι2 = ριzζ . (The homomorphisms ρ, αz and ιz are respectively defined in (1.2),
(1.5) and (1.7).) via the surjection of Lemma 2.4, these extensions determine G(z)-actions ϕ1 and ϕ2 of type OR on
L(p, q) and AOR(L(p, q),G(z)) = {[ϕ1], [ϕ2]}. To complete the proof it remains to determine when [ϕ1] = [ϕ2].
Let Hp,q be the subgroup of Z[i] generated by i and p − qi , which is also the kernel of the inclusion
induced homomorphism pi1(T ) → pi1(L(p, q)). Since ϕ1 and ϕ2 are defined by first constructing the coverings
T → Σ (2, 4, 4) corresponding to the extensions (ι1, αz) and (ι2, αz) and then extending to L(p, q), pi1(L(p, q)/ϕ j ) is
isomorphic toΠ /ι j (Hp,q) for j = 1, 2. Let z′ = β+δi. A computation involving (2.2) shows that ζ(Hp,q) = 〈z′, iz′〉.
Using the comments following (1.7), ι1(Hp,q) = ιz(〈z′, iz′〉) = ι1(〈zz′, izz′〉) = N (zz′) and ι2(Hp,q) = ρ(N (zz′)) =
N (zz′). Therefore pi1(L(p, q)/ϕ1) ∼= G(zz′) and pi1(L(p, q)/ϕ2) ∼= G(zz′). By Theorem 1.3, G(zz′) ∼= G(zz′) if and
only if either z and z or z′ and z′ are associates, which means that either z4 ∈ R or z′4 ∈ R. But z′4 ∈ R if and only
if p ≤ 2 because |z′|2 = p and gcd(β, δ) = 1. So if z4 6∈ R and p > 2 then G(zz′) 6∼= G(zz′) which shows that ϕ1
and ϕ2 have different quotient types and |AOR(L(p, q),G(z))| = 2. If z4 ∈ R then (ι1, αz) and (ι1, αz) are equivalent
by Theorem 1.6 and |AOR(L(p, q),G(z))| = 1. This leaves the situation where z4 6∈ R and p ≤ 2. First consider the
case where p = 1, and L(p, q) = L(1, 0) = S3. There is an isometry σ+ of S3 given by σ+(u, v) = (v, u) which
leaves the Heegaard torus T invariant. Let σ+ denote the restriction of σ+ to T . Noting that ζ is the identity matrix
(so that β = 0 and δ = 1), (ι1, αz) = (ι2σ+∗, αz). Therefore ϕ1 and ϕ2 restrict to actions on T whose images differ
by conjugation by σ+. Since σ+ extends to L(1, 0), ϕ1 and ϕ2 are equivalent on L , and |AOR(L(1, 0),G)| = 1. A
similar argument works in the second case, where p = 2 and L(p, q) = L(2, 1) = RP3, because σ+ projects to a
diffeomorphism on RP3. 
The proof of Theorem 2.5 shows the following.
Corollary 2.6. Two G-actions of type OR on L(p, q) are equivalent if and only if they have the same quotient
type. 
Let w = B + C i be a nontrivial Gaussian integer. By Theorem 2.5 there is one equivalence class of G(w)-action
of type OR on S3. Using the description of G(w) as in (1.4) this equivalence class can be represented by the isometric
action ϕ0 : G(w)→ Diff(S3) defined by:
ϕ0(x)(u, v) =
(
e2pi iC/(B
2+C2)u, e2pi iB/(B2+C2)v
)
,
ϕ0(y)(u, v) =
(
e−2pi iB/(B2+C2)u, e2pi iC/(B2+C2)v
)
,
ϕ0(t)(u, v) = (v, u) .
(2.3)
Let O(w) be the orbifold quotient S3/ϕ0. This is a non-orientable elliptic 3-orbifold which contains a one-sided
Σ (2, 4, 4) suborbifold. Topologically the orbifoldO(w) is obtained by identifying the boundary of a twisted I-bundle
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over Σ (2, 4, 4) with the boundary of a Conway ball B(k). The order k of the strut in the Conway ball in O(w) equals
the greatest common divisor of B and C .
Given an amphicheiral lens space L(p, q) and nontrivial z ∈ Z[i], Theorem 2.5 produces two G(z)-actions ϕ1
and ϕ2 on L(p, q) which represent (all of) the elements of AOR(L(p, q),G(z)). The quotient types of ϕ1 and ϕ2
are O(zz′) and O(zz′) where z′ = β + δi is described in (2.2). Specifically, p = β2 + δ2 and δq = αδβ + γ δ2 =
β + γ (β2 + δ2) = β + γ p, and so z′ is determined from p and q by the equations
|z′|2 = β2 + δ2 = p and β/δ = q(mod p).
The actions ϕ1 and ϕ2 can be constructed isometrically by projecting the actions ϕ0 where w = zz′ and w = zz′ from
S3 to L(p, q). (See the proof of Theorem 3.1 below for more details on this.) This shows that actions of type OR are
geometric.
3. The poset of actions of type OR
Two group actions ϕ : G → Diff(L) and ϕ′ : G ′→ Diff(L ′) are equivalent if there is a diffeomorphism h : L → L ′
with ϕ′(G ′) = µ(h) ◦ ϕ(G). The set LOR of equivalence classes of actions of type OR on amphicheiral lens spaces is
partially ordered by setting [ϕ′] ≥ [ϕ] if there is a covering ν : L ′ → L with νϕ′ = νϕ ◦ ν, where νϕ is the projection
map L → L/ϕ. In this ordering, minimal elements correspond to equivalence classes of primitive actions of type OR.
It is not hard to see that a G-action of type OR fails to be primitive if and only if G contains a nontrivial normal
subgroup that acts freely on the lens space.3 Note that if [ϕ′] ≥ [ϕ] then the actions ϕ and ϕ′ have the same quotient
type. On the other hand, if ϕ and ϕ′ have a common quotient type O then lifting them to the universal cover produces
pi1(O)-actions of type OR on S3 which are equivalent by Theorem 2.5. Thus the connected components of the poset
LOR consist of actions of type OR with a fixed quotient type. Let LOR(w) be the component of LOR consisting of
actions with quotient O(w).
For a nontrivial Gaussian integer w, the set Div(w) of associate classes of divisors of w forms a lattice under the
partial ordering of reverse divisibility, where z1 ≤ z2 if and only if z2 divides z1. (See [14] for background on this and
other lattices.) Equivalently, Div(w) is the lattice of (principal) ideals in Z[i] which contain w. Let D(w) denote the
subposet of Div(w) represented by divisors z′ = β + δi of w for which gcd(β, δ) = 1. If z′ ≤ z′′ and z′ ∈ D(w) then
z′′ ∈ D(w), so D(w) is an upward order ideal in Div(w), and it is a joined semi-lattice. If w4 ∈ R and z divides w
then z divides w (since w divides w by the remark prior to Lemma 1.2). So conjugation defines a poset involution ξ
on D(w) when w4 ∈ R and the ordering on D(w) naturally induces a partial ordering on the orbit space D(w)/ξ .
Theorem 3.1. For each nontrivial Gaussian integer w, the poset LOR(w) is isomorphic to D(w) if w4 6∈ R and to
D(w)/ξ if w4 ∈ R.
Proof. Write w = B+C i and consider the isometric G(w)-action ϕ0 on S3 defined by (2.3). Suppose that z′ = β+δi
is an element of D(w) and that z = w/z′ = b + ci. Also let p = |z′|2 = β2 + δ2 and q = β/δ(mod p). By
Theorem 1.5 the kernel of the epimorphism αw,z : G(w)→ G(z) is a cyclic group of order p, and it is generated by
xbyc. Using that wz/|w|2 = (β + δi)/p, a computation shows that ϕ0(xbyc) = γ−β where γ generates the group of
deck transformations for the universal covering of the lens space L(p, q) as defined in (0.1). Thus, the G(w)-action ϕ0
descends to a G(z)-action ϕz′ of type OR on L(p, q). Taking f (z′) = [ϕz′ ] defines a poset map f : D(w)→ LOR(w).
Let θ : G(z)→ Diff(L(p, q)) be an action of type OR representing an element of LOR(w). By Theorem 1.4, z or
z divides w, and after replacing z with z and θ with θρ if necessary, we may assume that z divides w. Let z′ = w/z.
Then ϕz′ is a G(z)-action on L(p, q) with quotient type O(w). By Corollary 2.6 θ is equivalent to ϕz′ . This shows
that f : D(w)→ LOR(w) is surjective.
Suppose that z′1 = β1 + δ1i and z′2 = β2 + δ2i are distinct (that is, nonassociate) elements of D(w) with
f (z′1) = f (z′2). Writing zk = w/z′k , pk = |z′k |2 and qk = βk/δk(mod pk), this means that the G(z1)-action ϕz′1
3 Let ϕ be a G(z)-action of type OR on L(p, q) and let G0 be a normal subgroup that acts freely on L(p, q). Then G0 cannot contain an
orientation-reversing element because if it did then ϕ|G0 would be an action of type OR and thus not fixed point free. The image T/G0 of a
ϕ-invariant Heegaard torus T in L(p, q) is a Heegaard torus in L(p, q)/G0, and so L(p, q)/G0 is a lens space. Moreover ϕ induces a G(z)/G0-
action of type OR on L(p, q)/G0; this induced action lifts back to ϕ via the covering L(p, q)→ L(p, q)/G0.
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on L(p1, q1) and the G(z2)-action ϕz′2 on L(p2, q2) are equivalent. In particular, G(z1) and G(z2) are isomorphic,
and Theorem 1.3 implies that z2 = vz1 for some Gaussian unit v (z1 and z2 cannot be associates since z′1 and z′2
are not). Also, L(p1, q1) and L(p2, q2) are homeomorphic so that p1 = p2 = p and q2 = ±q±11 (mod p). Because
q21 = −1(mod p), the latter implies that q2 = ±q1(mod p) and β1δ2 ± δ1β2 = 0(mod p). First consider the
case where β1δ2 − δ1β2 = 0(mod p). This is equivalent to asserting that the imaginary part of z′1z′2 is congruent
to 0 mod p. Since |z′1z′2| = p, the imaginary part of z′1z′2 is either 0 or ±p. It follows that z′1z′2 = up for some
Gaussian unit u. Then z1up = z1z′1z′2 = z2z′2z′2 = pz2 which implies that z1 and z2 are associates and contradicts
the assumption that z′1 and z′2 are nonassociates. Thus the second case where β1δ2 + δ1β2 = 0(mod p) must hold.
Then z′1z′2 has imaginary part congruent to 0 mod p. Since |z′1z′2| = p, z′1z′2 = up for some Gaussian unit u. Now
w2 = z1z′1z2z′2 = upz1z2 = uvpz1z1 = uvp|z1|2 and so w4 is real. Also z′1z′2 = up = uz′2z′2 which shows that
ξ(z′2) = z′1 in D(w), and completes the proof. 
Let w be a nontrivial Gaussian integer. The prime factorization of w determines a product structure on the poset
D(w) as we will now describe. A Gaussian integer η is prime if it has one of three forms:
(i) η is a real prime congruent to 3 modulo 4, or
(ii) η = 1+ i, or
(iii) η = x + yi where x, y > 0 and |η|2 = x2 + y2 is an odd prime
(see [8]). Observe that a Gaussian prime η of form (iii) satisfies the properties: (1) |η|2 = 1(mod 4), (2) iη = y+ x i is
a prime of form (iii) which is not an associate of η, and (3) η is relatively prime to its conjugate η. By (3), if a Gaussian
integer w is divisible by both η and η, where η is a prime of form (iii), then w is divisible by lcm(η, η) = |η|2, which
is a real prime congruent to 1 modulo 4.
The Gaussian integer w can be factored as
w = ur(1+ i)k
∏
η∈Ω
ηmηηnη (3.1)
where u is a unit, r is a product of real primes of form (i), k ≥ 0 and mη ≥ nη ≥ 0, and Ω is a finite set of primes
of form (iii) with the property that for each prime η no more than one of η and iη is contained in Ω . For w = 2 the
factorization (3.1) is 2 = −i(1+ i)2.
Let z′ be an element ofD(w)wherew has factorization (3.1). If η is a Gaussian prime of form (iii) dividing z′ then η
cannot divide z′. Hence, after multiplication by a unit, z′ can be expressed as z′ = (1+ i)k′ ∏η∈Ω ′ ηm′η ∏η∈Ω−Ω ′ η n′η
where Ω ′ is a subset of Ω , k′ ∈ {0, 1}, 0 ≤ m′η ≤ mη, and 0 ≤ n′η ≤ nη. Since (1+ i)k′ is an element of D((1+ i)k),
and ηm
′
η and η n
′
η are elements of D(ηmηη nη ), it is apparent that D(w) decomposes as a direct product of posets
D(w) ∼= D((1+ i)k)×
∏
η∈Ω
D(ηmηηnη ). (3.2)
For a nonnegative integer m let Lm denote the linear poset with m + 1 elements. And for integers m, n ≥ 1, letWm,n
denote the poset with m + n + 1 elements formed by identifying the maximal elements of disjoint copies of Lm and
Ln . A simple check shows that D((1 + i)k) = {1, 1 + i} ∼= L1, for k ≥ 1, and that if η is a Gaussian prime of form
(iii) then D(ηm) = {1, η, . . . , ηm} ∼= Lm and D(ηmηn) = {1, η, . . . , ηm, η, . . . , ηn} ∼= Wm,n for m ≥ n ≥ 1. Thus
(3.2) yields the decomposition
D(w) ∼= Lmin(k,1) ×
∏
nη=0
Lmη ×
∏
nη>0
Wmη,nη (3.3)
where η ∈ Ω . Therefore |D(w)| = 2min(k,1)∏η∈Ω (mη + nη + 1). Also the number of minimal elements in D(w) is
2J (w) where J (w) = |{η ∈ Ω | nη > 0}| is the number of distinct real prime divisors of w which are congruent to 1
mod 4. Now suppose that w4 ∈ R. Then mη = nη for all η ∈ Ω and D(w) ∼= D((1 + i)k) ×∏η∈Ω D(ηmηηmη ) ∼=
Lmin(k,1) ×∏η∈ΩWmη,mη . The involution ξ (given by conjugation) restricts to involutions on each factor, except that
the restriction to D((1 + i)k) is the identity. Hence the only fixed points of ξ in D(w) are 1, and 1 + i if k > 0, and
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Fig. 1. The posets D(325) and D(325)/ξ .
this determines the cardinality of D(w)/ξ . If Ω = ∅ then D(w)/ξ = D(w) ∼= Lmin(k,1) has one minimal element.
Otherwise, D(w)/ξ has half as many minimal elements as D(w).
Theorem 3.2. Let w be a nontrivial Gaussian integer and let J = J (w) be the number of distinct real prime divisors
of w that are congruent to 1 modulo 4. If J = 0 then there is a unique equivalence class of primitive action of
type OR with quotient type O(w). If J > 0 then the number of equivalence classes of primitive actions of type OR
with quotient type O(w) is 2J if w4 6∈ R and 2J−1 if w4 ∈ R. 
Here are three examples illustrating different aspects of these discussions.
Example 1. The second picture in Fig. 1 shows a Hasse diagram for the poset LOR(325) of lens space coverings of
the orbifoldO(325+ 0i). In this example, the factorization (3.1) is w = 325 = (2+ i)2(2− i)2(3+ 2i)(3− 2i) so that
Ω = {2+ i, 3+ 2i} and D(w) ∼=W(2, 2)×W(1, 1). By Theorem 3.1 LOR(325) is isomorphic to D(w)/ξ where the
involution ξ fixes only the maximal element 1 ∈ D(w). It follows thatD(w)/ξ has two minimal elements represented
by (a) β + δi = 17+ 6i = (2+ i)2(3− 2i) and (b) β + δi = 1+ 18i = (2+ i)2(3+ 2i). Thus there are two primitive
actions of type OR whose quotient is O(325). In case (a) p = β2 + δ2 = 325 and q = β/δ = 57(mod 325), and this
corresponds to a primitive action of the group G(325/(17+6i)) = G(17−6i) on the lens space L(325, 57). Similarly,
case (b) corresponds to a primitive action of G(18− i) on L(325, 18). Note that the poset LOR(325) is graded (which,
in general, happens if and only if nη = mη for each η ∈ Ω with nη > 0). 
Example 2. Next consider the poset LOR(130+ 65i) of lens space coverings of O(130+ 65i). In this example (3.1)
becomes w = 130 + 65i = (2 + i)2(2 − i)(3 + 2i)(3 − 2i), and LOR(130 + 65i) ∼= D(130 + 65i) by Theorem 3.1.
Here Ω = {2+ i, 3+ 2i} and (3.3) givesD(130+ 65i) ∼=W(2, 1)×W(1, 1) (see Fig. 2). This poset has four minimal
elements corresponding to the divisors 8 + i, 7 + 4i, 1 + 18i and 17 + 6i of w, which respectively correspond to
primitive actions of G(17+6i), G(18− i), G(4−7i) and G(8+ i) on the lens spaces L(65, 8), L(65, 18), L(325, 18),
and L(325, 57). Note that LOR(130+ 65i) is not graded. 
Example 3. Consider the poset LOR(36 + 93i) of lens space coverings of O(36 + 93i). Here (3.1) becomes
w = 36+93i = −i3(2+ i)(2+3i)(1+4i) and LOR(36+93i) ∼= D(36+93i). Observe that Ω = {2+ i, 2+3i, 1+4i}
but {η ∈ Ω | nη > 0} is empty. Therefore LOR(36+ 93i) is a lattice isomorphic to L(1)× L(1)× L(1) (see Fig. 3).
The unique minimal element of the lattice corresponds to a primitive action of G(3) on L(1105, 463), and this is the
only primitive action with quotient type O(36+ 93i). 
Given a G(z)-action ϕ of type OR on the lens space L(p, q) with quotient O(w), we would like it if we are able
to determine if ϕ is primitive. By the discussions above we know that w = zz′ for some Gaussian integer z′ = β + δi
where β and δ are relatively prime, p = β2 + δ2 and q = β/δ(mod p). For each nonreal Gaussian prime η dividing
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Fig. 2. The posets D(130+ 65i) and LOR(130+ 65i).
Fig. 3. The posets D(36+ 93i) and LOR(36+ 93i).
z, ηz′ is an element of D(w) if and only if η does not divide z′. Also z′ is a minimal element in D(w) if and only if
ηz′ 6∈ D(w) for any nonreal Gaussian prime η. It follows that the action ϕ is primitive if and only if whenever η is a
nonreal Gaussian prime dividing z then its conjugate η divides z′. This observation allows us to check if a particular
action is primitive and provides the basis for establishing the following theorems.
Theorem 3.3. Let z be a nontrivial Gaussian integer. There is at most one equivalence class of primitive G(z)-action
of type OR on L(p, q). If L(p, q) admits a primitive G(z)-action of type OR then
(a) z has no real prime divisor that is congruent to 1 modulo 4, and
(b) p = 0(mod |η|2) for each nonreal prime divisor η of z.
If (a) and (b) hold and z4 ∈ R or p ≤ 2 then L(p, q) admits a primitive G(z)-action of type OR.
Proof. If there is more than one equivalence class of G(z)-actions on L(p, q) then there are two by Theorem 2.5.
Choose z′ = β + δi with p = β2 + δ2 and q = β/δ(mod p). The quotient types of the two equivalence classes
are O(zz′) and O(zz′). If η is a nonreal Gaussian prime dividing z and η divides z′ then η cannot divide z′ since
gcd(β, δ) = 1. Thus at most one of the two equivalence classes is primitive.
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Suppose L(p, q) has a primitive G(z)-action of type OR with quotient typeO(w) where w = zz′ as above. If z has
a real prime divisor r congruent to 1 modulo 4 then r = ηη for some Gaussian prime η. Since the action is primitive η
and η divides z′ ∈ D(w) which is impossible, and (a) is established. If η is a nonreal prime divisor of z then η divides
z′. Therefore |η|2 divides |z′|2 = p, and (b) follows.
Suppose z4 ∈ R and (a) and (b) hold. The only possible nonreal prime divisor of z is 1+ i. If 1+ i divides z then
p = |z′|2 is even by (b), and 1+ i divides z′. Thus the conjugate of every nonreal prime divisor of z divides z′ and the
G(z)-action is primitive. If p ≤ 2 and (b) holds then z is not divisible by any Gaussian primes of form (iii), so z4 ∈ R
and the associated G(z)-action on L(p, q) is primitive. 
Corollary 3.4. A G(z)-action of type OR on S3 is primitive if and only if z = b where all of the real prime divisors
of b are congruent to 3 modulo 4. A G(z)-action of type OR on RP3 is primitive if and only if z = b or z = b + bi
where b has no prime divisors congruent to 1 modulo 4.
For a Gaussian integer z recall from Theorem 3.2 that J (z) denotes the number of distinct real prime divisors of z
that are congruent to 1 modulo 4. Thus condition (a) of Theorem 3.3 says that J (z) = 0. Also note that if z4 6∈ R then
J (|z|2) ≥ 1 since z has a Gaussian prime divisor of form (iii).
Theorem 3.5. Let z be a Gaussian integer with z4 6∈ R and let p > 2 be an integer for which the equation q2 = −1
has a solution modulo p. Suppose further that conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.3 hold. Up to diffeomorphism
there are 2J (p)−1 different lens spaces L(p, q) with q2 = −1(mod p), and precisely 2J (p)−J (|z|2) of them admit a
primitive G(z)-action of type OR.
Proof. Assume that z4 6∈ R, that conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.3 hold and that p > 2 is an integer for which
the equation q2 = −1 has a solution modulo p. The latter property implies that p is neither divisible by 4 nor by
any prime congruent to 3 modulo 4. Thus p = 2k ∏η∈Λ ηmηηmη where k ∈ {0, 1}, mη > 0 and Λ is a nonempty
set of Gaussian primes of form (iii) such that if η ∈ Λ then iη 6∈ Λ. If β2 + δ2 = p and gcd(β, δ) = 1 then up to
multiplication by a unit
β + δi = (1+ i)k
∏
η∈Λ′
ηmη
∏
η∈Λ−Λ′
ηmη (3.4)
for some subset Λ′ ⊆ Λ. By taking q = β/δ(mod p), each choice of Λ′ determines a lens space L(p, q) with
q2 = −1(mod p). If Λ′ is replaced by its complement Λ − Λ′ then β + δi is replaced by its conjugate, otherwise
different subsets Λ′ result in non-diffeomorphic lens spaces L(p, q). Since J (p) = |Λ|, there are 2J (p)−1 different
lens spaces L(p, q) with q2 = −1(mod p). Let Ω be the set of Gaussian primes of form (iii) which divide z. By (a)
and (b), if η ∈ Ω then iη 6∈ Ω and we may assume that Ω is a subset of Λ. Also (b) implies that if 1 + i divides
z then p is even and the exponent of 2 in the prime factorization of p is k = 1. Thus the G(z)-action on L(p, q)
associated with β + δi will be primitive if and only if β + δi can be expressed as in Eq. (3.4) where the set Λ′ satisfies
Ω ⊆ Λ − Λ′ ⊆ Λ. Since the cardinality of Ω is J (|z|2), there are 2J (p)−J (|z|2) possible choices for Λ − Λ′ (and for
Λ′). 
Corollary 3.6. Suppose that z ∈ Z[i] and p > 2 satisfy (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.3. If z is divisible by exactly one
Gaussian prime of form (iii), then every amphicheiral lens space L(p, q) admits a primitive G(z)-action of type OR
and it is unique up to equivalence. If z is divisible by more than one Gaussian prime of form (iii), then not every
amphicheiral lens space L(p, q) admits a primitive G(z)-action of type OR.
For example, if z is a Gaussian prime of form (iii) then the lens space L(p, q) with p > 2 and q2 = −1(mod p)
admits a primitive G(z)-action of type OR if and only if p = 0(mod |z|2).
4. Enumerating actions on amphicheiral lens spaces
Throughout this section L = L(p, q) will be an amphicheiral lens space with p > 2. Using Theorem 2.5 we
can enumerate all equivalence classes of geometric G-actions on L (or, equivalently, of G-actions on L which leave
a Heegaard torus invariant). If G acts geometrically preserving orientation then the action is fiber-preserving [9,
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Theorem 4.5] and has either rotational type (where each element of G is isotopic to the identity on L and G is
isomorphic to Z j×Zk where j divides k) or dirotational type (where G induces an order two subgroup of Aut(H1(L))
and G is isomorphic to Dih(Z j × Zk)4 where j divides k) by [10, Theorem 5.5]. If G acts geometrically reversing
orientation then the action has type OR [9, Lemma 4.7], and G ∼= G(z) for some nontrivial Gaussian integer z. Thus,
to carry out the enumeration we need to know when G(z) might be isomorphic to either Z j × Zk or Dih(Z j × Zk).
But G(z) is abelian only if it is isomorphic to G(1) ∼= Z4 or G(1 + i) ∼= Z2 × Z4, and it can never be isomorphic
to Dih(Z j × Zk) (since at least half of the elements of G(z) have order four while at least half of the elements of
Dih(Z j ×Zk) have order two). With this the enumeration of the equivalence classes of geometric actions on L can be
written as:
(i) If G is isomorphic to Z j × Zk or Dih(Z j × Zk) but not to Z4 or Z2 × Z4 then all geometric G-actions on L are
orientation-preserving and the number of equivalence classes is given by [10, Theorem 5.4].
(ii) If G is isomorphic to G(z) but not to Z4 or Z2 × Z4 then all geometric G-actions on L are orientation-reversing
and the number of equivalence classes of such actions is given by Theorem 2.5.
(iii) There are four equivalence classes of geometric Z4-actions on L one of which reverses orientation.
(iv) There are three equivalence classes of geometric Z2 × Z4-actions one of which reverses orientation.
For each action ϕ of type OR on L there is an associated action ϕ+ of dirotational type obtained by restricting ϕ to
the index two subgroup of orientation-preserving elements. If ϕ is a G(z)-action then ϕ+ is a Dih(A(z))-action where
A(z) ∼= Zm(z) × Zm(z)`(z) for m(z) = gcd(Re(z), Im(z)) and `(z) = |z|2/m(z)2 (see Theorem 1.3). Thus ϕ 7→ ϕ+
defines a natural correspondence Ψ from the set AOR(L) of equivalence classes of actions of type OR on L to the
set AD(L) of equivalence classes of actions of dirotational type on L , and this provides a connection between the
geometric actions in categories (ii) and (i) above. We note that Dih(A(z)) and Dih(A(w)) may be isomorphic even
though G(z) and G(w) are not. Nevertheless, we shall show that the correspondence Ψ is injective.
Given positive integers m and `, the number of distinct associate classes of Gaussian integers z with m(z) = m
and `(z) = ` equals 2t E(`) where t is the number of distinct odd prime divisors of `, E(`) ∈ {0, 1} and E(`) = 0 if
and only if ` is divisible by 4 or by a prime p with p = 3(mod 4).5 Therefore, by Theorem 2.5, the cardinality of the
subset Am,`OR(L) of AOR(L) consisting of equivalence classes of G(z)-actions of type OR on L with m(z) = m and
`(z) = ` equals 2t E(`).
By [9, Theorem 2.3] the group of isometries of L is Isom(L) = 〈R, σ−〉 ∼= 〈S1×S1, σ−〉where σ− acts on S1×S1
by (u, v) 7→ (v, u−1). Let S be the set of finite subgroups of S1 × S1. The standard affine action of GL(2,Z) on
S1× S1 given by
[
a b
c d
]
· (u, v) = (uavb, ucvd) induces an action of PGL(2,Z) on S. By [10, Theorems 3.2 and 3.4]
associating A ∈ S with an isometric action of dirotational type on L whose image in Isom(L) is 〈A, τ 〉 ∼= Dih(A)
(recall that τ = σ 2−) defines a surjection from S to AD(L) which induces a bijection from the orbit space of the
Z2-action of
〈[
0 1
−1 0
]〉
on S toAD(L). Let F denote the fixed point set of this Z2-action on S. Then F embeds in the
orbit space S/Z2. If A is an element of F which is isomorphic to Zm ×Zm` then an isometric action ϕ of type OR on
L whose image in Isom(L) is 〈A, σ−〉 represents an element of Am,`OR(L) and ϕ+ represents the equivalence class in
AD(L) associated with A. By [10, Theorem 4.12] the number of elements of F which are isomorphic to Zm ×Zm` is
2t E(`). There are functions
Am,`OR(L)
Ψ−→ Ψ(Am,`OR(L))←↩ {A ∈ F | A ∼= Zm × Zm`}
and by the above the two outside sets both have cardinality 2t E(`). It follows that Ψ is injective and that the image of
F in AD(L) is the image of Ψ .
4 If A is an abelian group then Dih(A) denotes the dihedral group Dih(A) = 〈A, t | t2 = 1, tat−1 = a−1 for all a ∈ A〉.
5 Here is a brief explanation: Let z be a Gaussian integer with m(z) = m. By definition `(z) = (z/m)(z/m) which is the sum of two coprime
square integers. If E(`) = 0 then ` cannot be expressed as the sum of two coprime squares and there are no z with m(z) = m and `(z) = `. So
assume that E(`) = 1. Thus, using the prime factorization (3.1), ` = 2∏η∈Ω ηmηηmη where  ∈ {0, 1} and Ω is a set of Gaussian primes of
form (iii) with the property that η ∈ Ω implies iη 6∈ Ω . Then `(z) = ` if and only if z is associated with m(1+ i)∏η∈Ω1 ηmη ∏η∈Ω−Ω1 ηmη
for some Ω1 ⊆ Ω . Since there are 2|Ω | choices for Ω1 (and for z) and t = |Ω |, the result follows.
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